
IMPERIAL BOREDOM

Jeffrey Auerbach

An India House clerk in the early nineteenth century wrote this amusing little 
poem about the idleness of his daily routine:

From ten to eleven, ate a breakfast at seven;
From eleven to noon, to begin ’twas too soon;
From twelve to one, asked “What’s to be done?”
From one to two, found nothing to do;
From two to three, began to foresee
That from three to four would be a damned bore.1

The historian might be tempted to dismiss as unrepresentative or overly comical 
this lethargic and indifferent approach to the imperial mission, were the clerk’s 
attitude and sentiments not so pervasive. “Boredom with the overwhelming load 
of uninteresting business,” complained William Bentinck, governor-general 
of India from 1828 to 1835.2 “Routine,” wrote Leonard Woolf in his diary for 
November 10, 1908, an entry he repeated for four days straight (and numerous 
other times during his three-year appointment as assistant government agent 
of the Hambantota district in Ceylon).3 “Dull and uninteresting,” concluded a 
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twenty-one-year-old Winston Churchill after only a month in India.4 Through-
out the nineteenth century and into the twentieth, British imperial administra-
tors at all levels were bored by their experience traveling and working in the 
service of king or queen and country.

Yet in the public mind, the British empire was thrilling—full of novelty, 
danger, and adventure, as explorers, missionaries, and settlers sailed the globe in 
search of new lands, potential converts, and untold riches.5 The fi rst compendium 
of British exploration, Richard Hakluyt’s Principal Navigations (1589), was a paean 
to risk taking in the national interest. By the nineteenth century, Stanley’s search 
for Livingstone was front-page news; explorers such as John Franklin, who died 
searching for the Northwest Passage, inspired hagiographical biographies; gener-
als such as Charles Gordon, who defi antly held off Sudanese rebels at Khartoum, 
were lionized in popular engravings; and larger-than-life viceroys such as Lord 
Curzon, who presided over celebrations like the 1903 coronation durbar, personi-
fi ed the power and pageantry of the British empire.6

Late-nineteenth-century popular fi ction likewise portrayed the empire 
as exciting and exotic. In Rider Haggard’s King Solomon’s Mines (1885) and She 
(1887), intrepid adventurers like Allan Quartermain undertake perilous journeys 
through scorching deserts and over freezing mountains in search of hidden trea-
sures, fi ghting ferocious warriors (both male and female) along the way, emerging 
triumphant in the end. In Rudyard Kipling’s Kim (1901), the Great Trunk Road 
is the “highway of all humanity,” where merchants, soldiers, pilgrims, and spies 
of various religions participate in the Great Game, the epic struggle between 
Britain and Russia for control of Central Asia. Even The Moonstone (1868) by 
Wilkie Collins, now generally regarded as a veiled critique of imperialism, is 
nonetheless a conglomeration of nineteenth-century English fantasies about the 
exotic and the Oriental.7

4. Norman Rose, Churchill: The Unruly Giant (New York: 
Free Press, 1994), 45.

5. This is not to suggest that there was at any point a 
monolithic, unifi ed public, nor to suggest that there were 
no critics of empire, but rather to generalize about how 
British men and women viewed and supported, either 
actively or tacitly, their empire. Scholars have made abun-
dantly clear that class, gender, race, and region all infl u-
enced attitudes toward empire, which also changed over 
time. For a useful overview and bibliography covering the 
nineteenth century, see John M. MacKenzie, “Empire and 
Metropolitan Cultures,” in vol. 3 of Oxford History of the 
British Empire, ed. Andrew Porter (Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1999), 270–93.

6. Sherard Osborn, The Career, Last Voyage, and Fate of 
Captain Sir John Franklin (London: Bradbury and Evans, 

1860); Edward Edwards, The Life of Sir Walter Raleigh, 2 
vols. (London: Macmillan, 1868). On the historiography 
of exploration, see Robert A. Stafford, “Exploration and 
Empire,” in vol. 5 of Oxford History of the British Empire, 
ed. Robin W. Winks (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1999), 290–301. It was also during this time that the Hak-
luyt Society, an offshoot of the Royal Geographic Society, 
began to publish accounts of the early explorations in the 
hopes of stimulating patriotic interest in empire.

7. Catherine Peters, The King of the Inventors: A Life of 
Wilkie Collins (London: Secker and Warburg, 1991); John 
R. Reed, “English Imperialism and the Unacknowledged 
Crime of The Moonstone,” Clio 2.3 ( June 1973): 281–90. 
Only in the twentieth century, in works such as George 
Orwell’s Burmese Days (1934), do popular novelists offer a 
less heroic portrayal of the empire.
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5Scholars have by and large perpetuated this glamorous view of the empire, 

portraying imperial men either as heroic adventurers who charted new lands 
and carried “the white man’s burden” to the farthest reaches of the planet or 
as aggressors who imposed culturally bound norms and values on indigenous 
peoples and their ways of life.8 James Morris’s Pax Britannica (1968), for example, 
glorifi ed a number of renowned imperialists, “the giants,” who were still alive at 
the time of Victoria’s Diamond Jubilee. These included Henry Stanley—“deliv-
erer of Livingstone, impresario of Africa, namer of lakes and discoverer of moun-
tains”—who rose from the poverty of a Welsh childhood workhouse to a “life of 
staggering adventure” that made him “an imperial monument in himself,” and 
Herbert Kitchener, “huge in stature” and famous for a series of “romantically 
mysterious adventures among the Arabs.”9

At the other extreme, Lytton Strachey’s witty but defl ating account of Gen-
eral Gordon’s death at Khartoum redescribes the British hero as a pathetic and 
“unassuming fi gure,” sanctimoniously holding a Bible, retreating to his tent to 
drink brandy, caught in his dressing gown when the attack began. Gordon’s cam-
paign ended, Strachey wrote sarcastically, “in a glorious slaughter of 20,000 Arabs 
[and] a vast addition to the British Empire.”10 This revisionist response, however, 

8. There has been very little work on nonelite colonialists, 
but see Robert Bickers, Empire Made Me: An Englishman 
Adrift in Shanghai (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2003), and Nicholas Thomas and Richard Eves, Bad Colo-
nists: The South Sea Letters of Vernon Lee Walker and Louis 
Becke (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1999). John 
W. Cell, “Colonial Rule,” in vol. 4 of Oxford History of the 
British Empire, ed. Judith M. Brown and William Roger 
Louis (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), perpetu-
ates the “great man” conceit that British offi cials could 
impose order on imperial lands (233–34), though Cell does 
acknowledge that some imperial offi cials experienced a 
sense of “lonely responsibility.”

9. James Morris, Pax Britannica: The Climax of an Empire 
(New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1968), 233–39. 
Other examples of the heroic view of empire include Niall 
Ferguson, Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World 
(London: Allen Lane, 2003); Kathryn Tidrick, Empire 
and the English Character (London: Tauris, 1992); Frank 
McLynn, Hearts of Darkness: The European Exploration of 
Africa (New York: Carroll and Graf, 1993); Brian Thomp-
son, Imperial Vanities: The Adventures of the Banker Brothers 
and Gordon of Khartoum (London: HarperCollins, 2002); 
Anthony Kirk-Greene, Britain’s Imperial Administrators, 
1858–1966 (Basingstoke, U.K.: Macmillan, 2000); George 
Martelli, Livingstone’s River: A History of the Zambezi Expe-
dition, 1858–1864 (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1969); 
Tim Jeal, Livingstone (New York: Putnam, 1973); Thomas 
Pakenham, The Scramble for Africa, 1876–1912 (New York: 

Random House, 1991); Peter Hopkirk, The Great Game: 
The Struggle for Empire in Central Asia (New York: Kodan-
sha International, 1990); Karl E. Meyer and Shareen Blair 
Brysac, Tournament of Shadows: The Great Game and Race 
for Empire in Central Asia (Washington, DC: Counter-
point, 1999).

10. Lytton Strachey, “The End of General Gordon,” 
in Eminent Victorians: Cardinal Manning, Florence Night-
ingale, Dr. Arnold, General Gordon (London: Chatto and 
Windus, 1918; repr., Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1948), 
189–266. Strachey’s chapter “The End of General Gor-
don” was titled to contrast with “The Death of General 
Gordon,” George William Joy’s apotheosis of Gordon 
in paint. Other revisionist works include Mark Cocker, 
Rivers of Blood, Rivers of Gold: Europe’s Conquest of Indig-
enous People (New York: Grove, 1998); Basil Davidson, The 
Black Man’s Burden: Africa and the Curse of the Nation-State 
(New York: Times Books, 1992); Geoffrey Dutton, The 
Hero as Murderer: The Life of Edward John Eyre, Australian 
Explorer and Governor of Jamaica, 1815–1901 (Sydney: Col-
lins, 1967); I. F. Nicolson, The Administration of Nigeria, 
1900–1960: Men, Methods, and Myths (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1969). See also Johannes Fabian, Out of Our Minds: Reason 
and Madness in the Exploration of Central Africa (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2000), which questions the 
very rationality of imperialism—the quest for knowledge, 
fame, or fi nancial gain—and argues that exploration was 
an anarchic, contradictory project infl uenced by opiates, 
alcohol, sex, fever, fatigue, and violence.
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while demythologizing many of the same men that the hagiographic approach 
exalted, has nonetheless taken for granted that these were infl uential men who 
lived exciting lives and had an enormous impact on the empire, even if they are 
famous largely for the destruction they wrought. Only when it comes to women 
have scholars described the boredom of life and travel in the empire, explaining, 
for example, women’s predilection for painting as a means to escape the stultify-
ing monotony of government life under the Raj.11

Scholars have overlooked the pervasiveness of imperial boredom because 
they have depended too much on offi cial biographies, best-selling novels, and 
articles in the popular press, all of them akin to imperial propaganda. It is largely 
when reading against the grain of published memoirs and travel logs, supple-
mented by private diaries and letters that were in all likelihood never intended 
for publication, that the extent to which monotony and melancholy characterized 
imperial service emerges. There is, in essence, a gap between private confes-
sions and public propaganda that an analysis of some representative fi gures of 
the nineteenth-century British empire reveals. These include Garnet Wolseley, 
governor of Natal and the Transvaal (1879–80), who was immortalized as the 
“modern major general” in Gilbert and Sullivan’s Pirates of Penzance; William 
Denison, lieutenant-governor of Van Diemen’s Land (1846–64) and subsequently 
governor of New South Wales (1854–61) and of Madras (1861–66); the marquess 
of Hastings and Lord Auckland, who served as governors of Bengal from 1813–23 
and 1835–41, respectively; and Richard Burton, the explorer, soldier, and linguist, 
known equally for his translations of the Kama Sutra and Arabian Nights as for his 
discovery (with John Speke) of the source of the Nile. Each of these men played 
an important role in one or more of the most important regions of the empire 
(India, Australia, South Africa); their careers span the nineteenth century, thus 
illustrating how the experience of empire changed over time; they all refl ected 
upon and wrote about their travels and travails as they struggled against the 
monotony of imperial service; and historians have regarded their lives in heroic 
terms.

Boredom is a relatively modern affl iction, expressed in literature most 
famously by mid-nineteenth-century French authors such as Baudelaire and 
Flaubert, but also by British writers including Johnson, Austen, and Dickens. 
Patricia Meyer Spacks has argued persuasively that if people felt bored before 
the mid–eighteenth century, they did not know it, and that the evolution of the 
idea and experience of boredom had its roots in the heightened expectations for 
variety and diversion engendered by the rapidly expanding capitalist economy 

11. See especially Margaret MacMillan, Women of the Raj 
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1988); Emily Eden, Up 
the Country: Letters Written to Her Sister from the Upper 
Provinces of India (1866; London: Virago, 1983). One con-

temporary reviewer of Fanny Parkes’s Wanderings of a 
Pilgrim in Search of the Picturesque sarcastically suggested 
that it be retitled “Excursions of a Memsahib in Danger of 
Being Bored” (Calcutta Review 66 [1878]: 713).
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7of eighteenth-century Britain.12 But by the nineteenth century, a constellation 

of additional and more concrete socioeconomic and technological changes had 
combined to undermine the sense of excitement and adventure that had charac-
terized overseas travel and exploration in the early modern period. These changes 
include, ironically, improvements in navigation and oceanic travel; the rise of 
tourism; the proliferation of guidebooks about distant lands which heightened 
expectations about the beauty of imperial landscapes and the grandeur of impe-
rial cities and ruins; the increasingly bureaucratic and ceremonial nature of the 
British empire; and new defi nitions of work and leisure. Together, these develop-
ments transformed the British empire from a place of wonder and marvel to one 
of monotony and boredom.

Garnet Wolseley
Vying for the title of most famous and distinguished imperial fi gure in the late 
nineteenth century was Garnet Wolseley, commander in chief of the British 
army. At the time of Victoria’s jubilee in 1897, Wolseley had been fi ghting small 
wars, on and off, for forty-fi ve years. “All other pleasures pale,” he once wrote, 
“before the intense, the maddening delight of leading men into the midst of an 
enemy, or to the assault of some well-defended place.” The fi rst business of any 
ambitious young offi cer, he thought, was to try to get himself killed, and he cer-
tainly tried his best, fi ghting in the Burma War of 1852, the Crimean War, the 
India Mutiny, the China War of 1860, the Riel Rebellion of 1869, the Ashanti 
War of 1873, and the Zulu War of 1879. His best-known achievements were his 
1882 defeat of Arabi Pasha, which established the British presence in Egypt, and 
his attempt to relieve General Gordon at Khartoum in 1884–85 (for which Wol-
seley was made a viscount).13

But if his military service was exciting, Wolseley’s administrative work 
as governor of Natal was far less engaging, though he had to deal with some 
important issues. He was sent to Natal against a backdrop of gold and diamond 
discoveries, an unrestricted infl ux of indispensable native labor, and a need for 
constitutional reform to resolve recurrent confl ict between the imperial and colo-
nial governments. Wolseley was charged with restoring order, overhauling the 
administration, and preventing a potential race-war; in short, he was to replicate 

12. Patricia Meyer Spacks, Boredom: The Literary History 
of a State of Mind (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
1995); Reinhard Kuhn, The Demon of Noontide: Ennui in 
Western Literature (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 
Press, 1976). Corollary developments cited by Spacks 
include the creation of leisure time, the decline of Chris-
tianity, an intensifi ed concern for individual rights and 
for the pursuit of happiness, and the rise of individualism 

(leading to an increase of interest in inner experience). For 
an application of Spacks’s insights to the imperial context, 
see David Porter, “A Peculiar but Uninteresting Nation: 
China and the Discourse of Commerce in Eighteenth-
Century England,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 33.2 (winter 
2000): 181–99.

13. Morris, Pax Britannica, 236.
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what Lord Canning had accomplished in India following the Mutiny. Wolseley, 
however, true to form, regarded the Natal problem as essentially military and 
conducted his mission like a battle campaign. He chose his staff with military 
tasks or operations chiefl y in mind, replaced local offi cials with his own men, and 
set out to manipulate the press.14

Wolseley’s tour of duty in Natal began inauspiciously. Of his journey from 
the Cape, he wrote to his wife: “I shall not weary you by recording the dullness 
of each day but will reserve anything I have to say for the end of the voyage” 
(March 25, 1875). Despite his eagerness to turn his governorship into a general-
ship, his typical day consisted of an executive council meeting in the morning 
(“a good deal of work,” he wrote, with a hint of frustration), a visit to a hospital 
or an inspection of a school in the afternoon, and perhaps a ball in the evening 
( June 10, 1875). On more than one occasion, he groused about having to suf-
fer through “a stupid and very bad dinner” with various colonial offi cials and 
their families, many of whom Wolseley found “decidedly dull” (March 20, 1875). 
Perhaps his most honest assessment came on his forty-second birthday, when 
he wondered where he would be the following year and hoped that he would be 
“more actively employed” ( June 4, 1875). He was at best resigned: “How the time 
fl ies,” he wrote, “notwithstanding the dullness of one’s mode of living” ( July 1, 
1875). He complained to his wife that “this governorship is no bed of roses,” and 
when his six months were up, he returned to London as quickly as possible.15

Although there were many occasions on which Wolseley wrote in his diary 
that “nothing worthy of noting took place”—or some variant, such as “Noth-
ing doing” or “Nothing new” (August 13 and 20, 1875)—he still wrote almost 
every day. He usually wrote in the morning, though occasionally in a hurried 
moment during the day, on blue sheets of war offi ce minute-paper, which he 
would dispatch in weekly bundles to his wife. His Natal diary is especially signifi -
cant because it was the fi rst mission for which Wolseley kept a complete diary. It 
also documents the fi rst of his missions whose objectives were purely diplomatic. 
He may have kept the journal partly to satisfy the fashion of the age, partly as an 
impressionistic record of his experiences in a distant land, conceivably even as a 
testimonial to his wife or family that he was engaged in important work, but most 
likely as a confessional record upon which he could draw for his memoirs. There 
is an anecdotal quality to his diary, a sharing of experiences, both personal and 
professional; it is not a precise and balanced recording of all decisions, motives, 
plans, and policies. Moreover, his claim that there was “nothing doing” or “noth-
ing new” was not, strictly speaking, correct. There were many instances when 
he referred to important matters, even if the detail he provided did not always 

14. Adrian Preston, ed., The South African Diaries of Sir 
Garnet Wolseley, 1875 (Cape Town: A. A. Balkema, 1971), 
127–30.

15. Preston, South African Diaries, 130.
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9conform to the signifi cance of the policy to which he was referring. What the 

diary reveals over all is that, for a man of action such as Wolseley, the work of 
an imperial administrator—meetings, inspections, dinners, memos—was neither 
fulfi lling nor even engaging.

Wolseley was aware that his letters and diaries did not make for scintillating 
reading. “I often laugh,” he wrote to his wife during the Khartoum Relief Expe-
dition in December 1884, “as I look back a few pages over my journal before it 
goes to you, and think how you must yawn over it and hate having to read it.” He 
continued: “I always remember your description of how you endeavoured to read 
my Narrative of the China War and how you failed to get through more than a 
few pages of it. This diary is still duller, for anything that could possibly inter-
est you, I put in my letters to you, and I [am] fully sensible of their monotonous 
dullness.”16 Although he was in part deprecating his own literary abilities—he 
confessed that his language was “ponderous and pompous,” that he lacked “all 
power of describing sentiment”—he was also acknowledging that, even as he was 
undertaking what would become one of the most famous rescue missions in his-
tory, the events themselves were matters of monotonous routine.

William Denison
William Denison’s path into the upper echelons of imperial service was fairly 
typical for the younger son of a gentry landowner. Unlikely to inherit his father’s 
Nottingham estate, Denison attended the Royal Military Academy in Wool-
wich and became an engineer. He helped oversee the construction of the Rideau 
Canal in Canada from 1827–31, and then returned to England to take charge of 
the works at the Woolwich dockyards. In 1846 he was knighted and appointed 
lieutenant governor of Van Diemen’s Land, and eight years later was promoted to 
the governorship of New South Wales, where he consolidated the colonial system 
of public works and education, and where he oversaw the implementation of the 
Constitution Act in 1855. In 1861 he became governor of Madras, a position he 
held until 1866.

Like all high-level colonial offi cials, Denison had what he termed “seri-
ous matters” to attend to, though in his diaries he was rarely specifi c about what 
these were, suggesting that his work was so routine as to not merit description 
or that the work was not central to his identity. During his time in Hobart, his 
stated objective was “to carry out the principle of self-government to the fullest 
extent; to introduce the municipal system everywhere it can work effectively.”17 

16. Adrian Preston, ed., In Relief of Gordon: Lord Wolseley’s 
Campaign Journal of the Khartoum Relief Expedition, 1884–
1885 (London: Hutchinson, 1967), 84.

17. William Denison, Varieties of Vice-Regal Life, 2 vols. 
(London: Longmans, Green, 1870), 1:172.
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This was an important assignment, of a sort undertaken throughout the settler 
colonies, and it certainly kept him busy; he wrote that he had “a vast mass of 
work” thrust upon him (1:304). Nevertheless, Denison found himself “work-
ing steadily against a current” and could admit to making only gradual progress 
(1:172). Most of his tasks were mundane and gave him little satisfaction. After he 
was appointed governor-general in Sydney, he found that much of his time was 
taken up by “ordinary questions which arise day by day” (1:304). A typical task 
involved reprimanding a judge who had borrowed money and run up the debt for 
years until his creditor fi nally demanded repayment and the judge refused, citing 
judicial immunity from lawsuits. Resolving this problem—Denison was forced to 
remove the judge—made for “rather a dreary week” (1:73, 1:75).

The banality of Denison’s work is visible to the historian largely by what 
is absent from, or only hinted at, in his narrative. A trip he took in early 1847 to 
several convict stations, for example, was “a great treat” in his “every-day rou-
tine”; he was sorry only that he had so many things to do that he could not take 
these sorts of excursions as frequently as he would have liked. He hoped that 
by the following year, having cleared away many of the urgent tasks at hand, he 
would “have time to become acquainted with the country and the people” (1:42). 
Denison, like most diarists, wrote about what was unusual, and it is only by pay-
ing attention to the ordinary and the absent—the routine that made a visit to 
a convict station such a treat; the fact that a year into his post he still felt like a 
stranger in Van Dieman’s Land—that the historian can understand the dreary 
life of a colonial governor.

Beyond the apparently endless succession of meetings, Denison’s life con-
sisted of ritualized dinner parties and the occasional dance. Within a few months 
of his arrival in Hobart, Denison and his wife had established a routine of host-
ing several large dinner parties a week, though these were often fraught with 
disputes about protocol. Denison’s wife wrote about how they narrowly avoided 
a “dreadful fracas” one night over “arranging the matter of precedence” between 
two legislative councilors (1:33, 1:35). It was not long, however, before the parties 
became repetitive, and Denison’s wife sought change. As she wrote to his mother: 
“We are carrying on our winter and town duties, in the way of hospitalities, 
most briskly” but added that they felt the need “to introduce some little vari-
ety into the amusements of the place. One cannot dance always,” she conceded, 
complaining also about the “dearth of the musical element in society here just at 
present.” William’s suggestion that they set up “tableau vivants” based on their 
prints (beginning with Landseer’s Bolton Abbey) only underscores their boredom 
with life halfway around the world (1:49–51).

The Denisons’ experience in India, a decade later, was not appreciably dif-
ferent; if anything, it was both busier and more tedious. Early in 1863 William 
wrote that he was laboring on a revenue survey, reorganizing the public works 
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1department, and reforming the army. Later that year he was so preoccupied with 

the “frontier question” that he was “too busy too write” (2:236, 2:239, 2:292, 
2:302). Not long afterward, he admitted: “My life here is monotonous enough.” 
He got out of bed a bit before six and usually went for a horseback ride around 
the esplanade, often to look at the racehorses, which were out galloping at that 
hour. After returning home, he dressed, read, and (if he had any time before 
breakfast) wrote letters. From ten until fi ve, except for lunch, he was “pretty 
steadily at work,” though he vowed to manage his workload more effi ciently. “At 
present,” he admitted, “boxes come pouring in upon me at all times, and from all 
departments.” One of his frustrations was being constantly “interrupted when 
reading one paper by the advent of another on a different subject altogether.” 
After fi nishing work sometime in the afternoon, he would “either walk, ride, or 
drive” (2:304).

Imperial administration became ever more markedly bureaucratic during 
the course of the nineteenth century, although it still remained a small-scale 
operation, especially at the colonial offi ce in London.18 In India, neither the mar-
quess of Hastings, who served as governor of Bengal from 1813–23, nor Lord 
Auckland, who was governor from 1835–41, had much in the way of desk work; 
they spent most of their days meeting with princes, surveying troops, and trav-
eling through British-controlled areas.19 Nevertheless, Hastings in particular 
found being governor extremely tedious. Like Denison, his time was so con-
sumed by public duties that there were few opportunities for “chance occur-
rences,” and Hastings admitted that there was little point in writing about his 
public affairs in his private journal because everything of signifi cance was already 
in the offi cial minutes.20 But whereas for Denison it was the continual stream of 
paperwork that made his days so dreary, the cause of Hastings’s boredom—at a 
time when the mail was slower and the bureaucracy less burdensome—was that 
very often “nothing worthy of notice” would occur at all.21 In short, the emo-
tional response remained much the same from the 1830s to the 1860s, but the 
cause subtly altered. Earlier in the century, imperial administrators complained 

18. See Young, Colonial Office; John W. Cell, British Colo-
nial Ad min istration in the Mid–Nineteenth Century: The 
Policy-Making Process (New Haven, CT: Yale University 
Press, 1970); William Parker Morrell, British Colonial Pol-
icy in the Mid-Victorian Age: South Africa, New Zealand, the 
West Indies (Oxford: Clarendon, 1969). Most of the work 
on the bureaucratization of the empire has focused on the 
twentieth century and on information gathering. See Cell, 
“Colonial Rule”; Ronald Hyam, “Bureaucracy and ‘Trust-
eeship’ in the Colonial Empire,” in vol. 4 of Oxford History 
of the British Empire, 255–79; Bernard S. Cohn, Colonialism 
and Its Forms of Knowledge: The British in India (Princeton, 

NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996); and C. A. Bayly, 
Empire and Information: Intelligence Gathering and Social 
Communication in India, 1780–1870 (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge University Press, 1996).

19. Eden, Up the Country; Francis Rawdon-Hastings, The 
Private Journal of the Marquess of Hastings, ed. Sophia Mar-
chioness of Bute, 2 vols. (London: Saunders and Otley, 
1858).

20. Hastings, Private Journal, 1:66.

21. Hastings, Private Journal, 1:49–51, 2:276.
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about having not enough (interesting) work; later on, they complained about hav-
ing too much (uninteresting) work.

As bureaucratic and monotonous as the work was for governors-general, 
it was even more so for low- and mid-ranking offi cials. H. G. Keene’s fi rst posi-
tion in India was as an assistant subcollector, verifying farmers’ claims that bad 
weather had ruined crops and that they should therefore be excused from paying 
rent; his job was to examine affl icted tracts and submit a written report on the 
state of the harvest. Keene complained that “there was really much dullness” in 
Muttra (Mathura), where he was posted; he described the district as “remote, 
unfriended, melancholy, [and] slow.”22 As he recalled, “life in a small sequestered 
District was almost uneventful. In the hot weather you were left to yourself in 
your own share of the work. . . . If your family was on the hills, you might spend 
months without hearing a lady’s voice or speaking your native language” (101–2, 
117). The Mutiny drew barely a comment from Keene, and the two subsequent 
years “passed without any memorable event” (153). Finally, in 1868, Keene, by 
this time a judge, was transferred to Azimgarh (in Uttar Pradesh, which had been 
one of the centers of the 1857 mutiny), which he regarded as “a truly ‘penal settle-
ment’ ” and a “Dismal Hollow.” There were at best 15,000 “miserable inhabitants” 
of whom some half dozen were European, “mostly disappointed offi cials, or their 
still more discontented wives.” The nearest railway station was eighty miles away. 
With the heat, malaria, and “swarms of venomous serpents,” Azimgarh was “a 
most undesirable dwelling-place for civilized beings” (253–55).

The frequency and formality of offi cial ceremonies also contributed to feel-
ings of boredom, especially as early- and mid-nineteenth-century durbars were 
not nearly as compelling as the grand and showy set pieces staged by Lords Lytton 
and Curzon in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.23 Both Auckland 
and Hastings had to meet often with local princes, and the novelty of prescribed 
pleasantries quickly dissipated. Auckland’s sister, Emily Eden, who accompanied 
him to India when he became governor-general, kept a detailed and thought-
ful journal of their experiences. Describing a visit by a Sikh delegation to their 
residence in Simla, she wrote that her brother George had to listen to “the most 
fl owery nonsense imaginable. . . . It took a quarter of an hour to satisfy him about 
the maharajah’s health, and to ascertain that the rose had bloomed in the garden of 
friendship, and the nightingales had sung in the bowers of affection even sweeter 
than ever, since the two powers had approached each other.”24 On another occa-
sion, she noted, more simply, “This has been a day of durbars for G., which is a sad 

22. H. G. Keene, A Servant of “John Company” (London: 
W. Thacker, 1897), 84, 96.

23. Mark Francis, Governors and Settlers: Images of Author-
ity in the British Colonies, 1820–1860 (London: Macmillan, 
1992); Peter H. Hoffenberg, An Empire on Display: Eng-
lish, Indian, and Australian Exhibitions from the Crystal Pal-

ace to the Great War (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 2001), 242–43; David Cannadine, Ornamentalism: 
How the British Saw Their Empire (London: Allen Lane, 
2001), 45–57.

24. Eden, Up the Country, 131.
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3waste of time.”25 Similarly, Hastings wrote about holding a durbar “the monotony 

of which was little relieved by the compliments which the natives were enabled to 
pay on news just received from Poonah [of a recent British victory].”26 Whereas 
the durbars that followed in the wake of the Mutiny and the subsequent Govern-
ment of India Act were largely symbolic, designed to reestablish political order and 
mark Indian submission to the British, those that took place during the fi rst third 
of the century, when Britain’s hold on India was more tenuous, were designed to 
be much more substantive.27 They were stylized meetings between high-ranking 
offi cials trying to establish peaceful, diplomatic, mutually benefi cial relationships. 
The complaints about monotony suggest that etiquette and formality won out 
over substance, leaving the governors frustrated in their attempts to conduct seri-
ous and important state business. What made them boring was the discrepancy 
between expectation and actuality.

Being able to tolerate ceremony was indeed an essential component of impe-
rial service. Denison’s wife described what it was like to see William head off in 
the morning to meet the Hobart council, watching “the little cavalcade from the 
door,” then hearing “the guns announcing that he was on his way.” She thought it 
“amusing . . . to be behind the scenes of these little actings of grandeur; to see what 
a great show may be made with little means, and after all, how much more of show 
than of reality there is in it.”28 Every time Hastings and Auckland entered a new 
city, they had to review the troops, meet the offi cers, and be saluted, a process that 
typically went on for days.29 Occasionally, these vain attempts to keep up appear-
ances became almost laughable. During the fall of their fi rst year in Van Dieman’s 
Land, Denison and his wife made their headquarters at the government cottage in 
New Norfolk, and from there made an excursion across the country to Launceston, 
where they were received “with great form and state.” According to his wife, the 
scene was “amusing” because “the road was indescribably bad” and had been made 
worse by “two nights’ continued rain.” “Through the midst of all this ‘pomp and 
circumstance’,” she wrote, “. . . we went struggling and fl oundering on.”30

Marching from one location to another, whether from city to city on an 
inspection tour or semiannually to some hill station, was among the least engag-
ing aspects of being a colonial governor or of being in his entourage. Even in 
India, where there were sights to see, the British described much of the terrain as 
uninteresting in the extreme. After Hastings left Agra, he noted nothing in his 
diary for fi ve consecutive days except the number of miles traveled, before sum-
marizing: “None of these marches have produced anything worthy of observa-

25. Eden, Up the Country, 368.

26. Hastings, Private Journal, 1:9–11, 2:291–92.

27. Bernard S. Cohn, “Representing Authority in Vic-
torian India,” in The Invention of Tradition, ed. Eric 
Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983), 165–209.

28. Denison, Varieties of Vice-Regal Life, 1:47.

29. Hastings, Private Journal, 1:76–77.

30. Denison, Varieties of Vice-Regal Life, 1:59. Not even 
the weather relieved the monotony. Denison’s wife com-
plained, “The seasons are too like each other to have the 
delightful variety they have in England” (1:82).
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tion.”31 At other times he merely implied that the lands he was passing through 
lacked interest, as when he wrote, approaching Mynpooree (Mainpuri), “the 
country has improved considerably” (2:34). Even the Ganges failed to captivate 
him: “Nothing can be more agreeable in the imagination of those who have not 
experienced it,” he wrote, “than a voyage up the Ganges. It is, however, an under-
taking exceedingly tedious” (2:201).

Emily Eden and her brother George shared Hastings’s view that travel-
ing though India was not as exciting as it was made out to be in the lavishly 
illustrated travel books. Soon after they began their journey through the upper 
provinces from Calcutta to Simla, she wrote: “G. is already bored to death with 
having nothing to do. He has read two novels and cannot swallow any more.”32 
On another occasion, she complained: “We came another ten miles yesterday. . . . 
All these places are so exactly like each other—a mere sandy plain with a tank 
and a little mosque near at hand—that I can never make out why they have any 
names; there is nothing to give a name to” (34). Nor was there much to break 
the monotony: “We have had two or three most uneventful marches,” she wrote 
several months later, “and Sergeant H., who goes on the day before, always sends 
back the same report, ‘Road rough and very dusty,’ or to vary it, ‘Road very rough 
and dusty’” (342). It may be that the dominance of the picturesque aesthetic 
ironically made it harder to appreciate the Indian landscape for what it was.

The colonies also lacked excitement because everywhere the British went, 
they constructed buildings and towns to look as similar as possible to those that 
they had left behind in England. Doing so helped them create, as Denison put 
it, “something like a home feeling,”33 but it also had the effect of concealing the 
novelty and uniqueness that characterized so many of the colonies and that is 
such an essential component of a satisfying touristic experience.34 In Calcutta, 
for example, there was a church inspired by St.-Martin-in-the-Fields, and gov-
ernment house was a brick copy of Kedleston Hall in Derbyshire.35 The Indian 
hill stations in particular were designed to replicate English villages, with gabled 
Gothic villas and half-timbered Tudor cottages surrounding the ubiquitous 
Anglican churches.36 Indeed they were even promoted for their resemblance to 

31. Hastings, Private Journal, 2:32–33.

32. Eden, Up the Country, 5.

33. Denison, Varieties of Vice-Regal Life, 1:32.

34. Alain de Botton, The Art of Travel (New York: Pan-
theon, 2002).

35. Meyer and Brysac, Tournament of Shadows; Thomas R. 
Metcalf, An Imperial Vision: Indian Architecture and Brit-
ain’s Raj (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989).

36. Dane Kennedy, The Magic Mountains: Hill Stations and 
the British Raj (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1996), 3–4. Although Thomas R. Metcalf argues that, 
“whether public or private, colonial architecture remained 
always distinct” and was “neither English nor Indian,” he 
is looking at architecture as part of a larger system of colo-
nial control and thus focusing on public buildings that 
appropriated stylistic elements from the Indian past as a 
means of asserting control in the colonial present. More-
over, Metcalf too acknowledges, for example, that “the 
early colonial buildings transplanted overseas the pre-
dominant European mode of the time, that of the classi-
cal revival.” See Metcalf, Imperial Vision, 7–9.
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5English towns and landscapes: an Eastern Bengal State Railway brochure sug-

gested that Shillong was like “parts of Hampshire and Surrey, and an agent for 
tea planters compared Shillong to “Surrey or Cotswald Hills.”37 But while Lord 
Lytton, viceroy of India from 1876 to 1880, thought that Shillong’s similarity to 
England made it “paradise,”38 in a different part of the world, John Henderson of 
the 78th Highlanders was less impressed by the resemblance of Sydney, Australia, 
to all that he had left behind:

I confess that, notwithstanding its vast extent and population (consid-
ering that it is but fi fty-six years since its foundation), I was somewhat 
disappointed with the appearance of Sydney. It was too like home; I had 
looked for something foreign and Oriental in its appearance; but I found 
that, excepting a few verandahs, and the lofty and stately Norfolk Island 
pine, it coincided with a second or third-class town in England.39

This familiarity helped reassure travelers and immigrants but also made it dif-
fi cult for them to conceive of themselves as being in a foreign country. Denison’s 
wife, for example, wrote that she was looking forward to an excursion to a par-
ticular valley in Van Dieman’s Land because “the whole air of this place, the 
streets, the shops, the very gardens, from the many English fl owers in them, 
are so exactly like those of a country town in England, that it is very diffi cult to 
realize the fact of being nearly at the antipodes.” The only differences that she 
had been able to discern abroad were the occasional gang of convicts or team of 
bullocks passing by and “the greater preponderance of white coats and straw hats 
among the men.”40

Just as familiarity could breed monotony, too much company could breed 
loneliness. Being a colonial governor was an isolating experience, ironically made 
worse by the constant presence of aides-de-camp. It was against etiquette to go out 
without one, and when Denison went out for a ride, “an escort of cavalry” always 
followed him. He felt constantly “under watch and ward,” as did Lord Elgin, who 

37. From the Hooghly to the Himalayas (Bombay: Times 
Press, 1913), 47; Hyde Clarke, “The English Stations in 
the Hill Regions of India: Their Value and Importance, 
with Some Statistics of Their Products and Trade,” Jour-
nal of the Statistical Society 44.3 (September 1881): 532.

38. Lady Betty Balfour, The History of Lord Lytton’s Indian 
Administration, 1876–1880 (London: Longmans, Green 
1899), 220. Lytton explained, “The afternoon was rainy 
and the road muddy, but such beautiful English rain, such 
delicious English mud. Imagine Hertfordshire lands, 
Devonshire downs, Westmoreland lakes, Scotch trout-
streams, and Lusitanian views!”

39. John Henderson, Excursions and Adventures in New 
South Wales, vol. 1 (London: W. Shoberl, 1851), 68–69. 

Melbourne also seemed oddly familiar. As one immi-
grant to Australia wrote in his diary not long after he 
arrived, “Melbourne is a good town, quite English, you 
can scarcely fancy yourself 16,000 miles from home. 
English people, houses, shops and good wide streets, all 
quite like home. . . . [Out] of town in every direction it 
looks more strange and foreign.” See J. W. Reeves, Diary 
on Queen of the West, February 13, 1857, National Library 
of Australia ms 6442.

40. Denison, Varieties of Vice-Regal Life, 1:20–21.
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shared with Denison that, after being governor, he could imagine what a lunatic 
felt like (“with his keeper always close to him”) (2:315). From Calcutta, in 1863, 
Denison wrote about “spending but a lonely Christmas.” He longed to romp 
with his children; but instead, every time he opened his door, “up start four or 
fi ve men in scarlet dresses, who are waiting for my commands.” When he moved 
about the house, “one of them always followed” him. It is not surprising, then, 
that Denison did not much like Calcutta, and he was very pleased when he was 
relieved of his post there and could return to Madras, where he could have a bit 
more freedom. Denison thought Calcutta—“the city of palaces”—woefully mis-
named, with “nothing between these so-called palaces, and the river, but a large 
green plot, on which I can either walk, ride, or drive.” The place, he complained, 
was pervaded by “villainous smells,” and he “long[ed] for a good hearty laugh to 
clear his lungs” (2:315–16). Rather than opening up new worlds, being governor 
in this imperial capital was a stifl ing experience that left Denison feeling alone, 
bored, and completely helpless.

Richard Burton
Perhaps the most unlikely victim of imperial boredom was that quintessential 
imperial man, Richard Burton. Adventurer, explorer, soldier, linguist, scholar, 
Orientalist, and anthropologist, Burton is best known for being one of the fi rst 
Westerners to enter Mecca. He translated the Kama Sutra and Arabian Nights 
and, with his partner John Speke, in 1858 discovered the source of the Nile. If 
there was anyone who exulted in the excitement of empire, it was Burton, and 
yet the account he gives of his experiences traveling from Sindh down the west 
coast of India and then overland to the Ootacamund hill station where he went to 
recuperate from cholera in 1847 presents a rather different picture.

Burton was hardly alone in fi nding oceanic travel uninteresting, and he 
was traveling only a short distance. “From Bombay southwards as far as Goa,” he 
wrote, “the coast, viewed from the sea, merits little admiration. It is an unbroken 
succession of gentle rises and slopes, and cannot evade the charge of dullness 
and uniformity.” He acknowledged that “every now and then some fort or rock 
juts out into the water breaking the line,” but because the ship was so far from 
shore, they were unable to distinguish any of its picturesque features.41 Even as 
Burton drew closer to Goa, the coastal view did not improve. All he saw were 
an “eternal succession of villages, palaces, villas, houses, cottages, gardens, and 
cocoa-nut trees.” He therefore decided to skip over these “uninteresting details” 
and instead provide his reader with “a short historical sketch of the hapless city’s 
fortunes.”42

41. Richard Burton, Goa, and the Blue Mountains (1851; 
Santa Barbara, CA: Narrative, 2001), 9.

42. Burton, Goa, 30.
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7As dull as this relatively brief jaunt was for Burton, the journey from Lon-

don to South Africa, India, or Australia was far more tedious. “Nothing can be 
duller than a long sea-voyage,” H. G. Keene wrote, “except perhaps the descrip-
tion of one by a hand that does not hold the pen of a ready writer.” And when 
Governor Hastings’s daughter, the marchioness of Bute, edited her father’s jour-
nal for publication in 1858, one of the few parts she deleted was that pertaining 
to the six-month voyage out, explaining that “the details” were “so well known” 
that they “would be tedious.”43 Prior to the 1850s, it was common for ships sailing 
to India and Australia to stop en route for water and provisions, and many pas-
sengers were thankful for the break at Cape Town. In the 1870s, with the advent 
of the steamship and the opening of the Suez Canal, the journey not only became 
shorter, it had to be interrupted for frequent coaling stops. But for most of those 
traveling during the third quarter of the nineteenth century—and only a minor-
ity traveled on the celebrated clipper ships—the voyage was made nonstop and 
out of view of land for almost the entire distance. For those going all the way to 
Australia, the average journey took one hundred days. 

Additionally, whereas in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries many 
voyagers had been thrilled to make natural and scientifi c observations, by the 
mid–nineteenth century, most of what there was to identify had been identi-
fi ed—and how much more was there to say about the albatross? In short, by the 
third quarter of the nineteenth century, oceanic travel had become much more 
monotonous: it was less dangerous, the route was well known, there were few if 
any stops, land was rarely in sight, and there was little novelty in seeing birds and 
fi sh that had been seen and described before.44 This routinization of travel paral-
lels the bureaucratization of work.

Moreover, despite suffering through a long, tedious journey, the fi rst and 
overpowering feeling many Britons experienced when they arrived at their des-
tination was disappointment. A chasm yawned between the way imperial lands 
were described in published travel accounts and the way they seemed in person. 
After noting his disillusionment with Goa, Burton poked fun at the “gentlemen 
tourists, poetical authors, [and] lady prosers” who, in their quest for the sublime 
and the beautiful, rhapsodized about the “palm tasseled strand of glowing Ind.” 
Because each successive writer, according to Burton, felt obliged to “improve 
upon his predecessors,” by the mid–nineteenth century the Bay of Bombay was 
commonly believed to outshine even the Bay of Naples. Burton countered sar-
castically that, if one wanted to turn the Bay of Naples into the Bay of Bombay, 
one would fi rst have to “remove Capri, Procida, Ischia, and the other little pic-
turesque localities around them.” Even then, one would need to “level Vesuvius 

43. Hastings, Varieties of Vice-Regal Life, 1:viii. 44. Andrew Hassam, Sailing to Australia: Shipboard Dia-
ries by Nineteenth-Century British Emigrants (Manchester, 
U.K.: Manchester University Press, 1994).
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and the rocky heights of St. Angelo,” plus “convert bright Naples, with its rows of 
white palazzi, its romantic-looking forts, its beautiful promenade, and charming 
background into a low, black, dirty port,” and still “you’ll fail” to equalize the two 
bays. In short, there was nothing picturesque about the Bay of Bombay, travelers’ 
accounts notwithstanding.45

Goa disappointed Burton because its sights had become ever more familiar 
over the centuries, its unique features devalued. When Jan Huygen van Lin-
schoten, a Dutchman, journeyed to Portugese Goa in 1583, he described it as 
the fi nest, largest, and most magnifi cent city in India, with villas that almost 
merited being termed palaces.46 One might be tempted to dismiss as exaggerated 
Linschoten’s account of the riches and splendor of Goa, were it not corroborated 
by other travelers in the seventeenth century.47 But by the time Alexander Ham-
ilton arrived in the mid–eighteenth century, the political climate in Goa had 
changed dramatically, with an equivalent shift in foreigners’ perceptions of the 
place. Hamilton focused on the drunkenness, hypocrisy, bigotry, and poverty of 
the inhabitants and on the poor state of trade.48 Whereas in the sixteenth century 
Goa had been, in Stephen Greenblatt’s words, a land of “wonder and marvel,” 
by the mid–eighteenth century, following the collapse of Mughal power, it had 
fallen into decline, and by the mid–nineteenth century it quite simply had lost its 
novelty and aura as one of India’s jewels.

Even sightseeing could be dull. Travel guides focus on the interesting and 
the beautiful, whereas getting from one place to another frequently involves long 
journeys through uninteresting and unpleasant surroundings. A long succession 
of “sights” can become tiring, as Burton noted after a nighttime tour of Goa. 
Although his excursion started out promisingly picturesque—Burton described 
how “the setting sun was pouring a torrent of crimson light along the Rio as the 
prow of our canoe bumped against the steps of the wharf”—the more Burton saw 
of Goa, the more disillusioned he became. He was especially dissatisfi ed by the 
“contrast between the moonlit scenery of the distant bay, smiling in all eternal 
Nature’s loveliness, and the dull gray piles of ruined or desolate habitations, the 
short-lived labors of man!” Even as he has invoked the sublime in this passage, he 
has done so in order to depict what was for him a dreary scene. Burton was also 

45. Burton, Goa, 4. Italy was in fact a frequent reference 
point for travelers, rendering all those places that suffered 
by comparison “disappointing.” A tour of churches left 
Burton unimpressed because “with the exception of some 
remarkable wood-work, the minor decorations of paint-
ings and statues are inferior to those of any Italian village 
church” (49).

46. Jan Huygen van Linschoten, Discourse of Voyages into 
ye East & West Indies (London: John Wolfe, 1598) and 
Itinerario (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1955). See also 
Arthur Coke Burnell and P. A. Tiele, eds., The Voyage of 

Jan Huyghen van Linschoten to the East Indies, 2 vols. (Lon-
don: Hakluyt Society, 1885), and Charles McKew Parr, 
Jan van Linschoten: The Dutch Marco Polo (New York: 
Thomas Y. Crowell, 1964).

47. John D. Fryer, A New Account of East-India and Persia, 
in Eight Letters (London: R. Chiswell, 1698).

48. Alexander Hamilton, A New Account of the East Indies, 
being the Observations and Remarks of Capt. Alexander Ham-
ilton, who Spent his Time There from the Year 1688 to 1723, 2 
vols. (Edinburgh: John Mosman, 1727).
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9frustrated by the difference between the way Goa looked in the moonlight from 

afar—“such places,” he wrote, “should always, in our humble opinion, be visited 
for the fi rst time by moonlight”—and how it looked upon closer inspection, when 
“nothing but the foundations of the houses could be traced.” But even sightseeing 
in the evening had its drawbacks: there were no people around to enliven the city. 
“For an hour or two,” he complained, he “walked without ever meeting a single 
human being” until, “at last, fatigued with the monotony of the ruins and the 
length of the walk,” he retraced his steps and called it a night.49

After Goa, Burton journeyed to Seroda, which he found “uninteresting,” 
and then to Calicut, which he described with incredulity as “three or four bun-
galows” with a “stick-like light-house between them” and a “half-dozen tiled and 
thatched roofs peeping from amongst the trees” (93, 118). From there he pro-
ceeded to Malabar and Poonanee, a journey that was “a most uninteresting one.” 
He found “literally nothing to record, except the ever-recurring annoyances of 
being ferried over backwaters, riding through hot sand fetlock deep, enduring a 
glare enough to blind anything by a Mucwa or a wild beast; and at the end of our 
long rides almost invariably missing the halting place.” Even “a diligent inquiry 
for any objects of curiosity” produced nothing but “deceit” (170).

There was a direct relationship between disappointment and boredom, or 
what Burton sometimes referred to as tedium. As Burton drew closer to Ootaca-
mund, he decided “to forsake the uninteresting main line” and take an alternative 
route that went past the Khaity falls. To his dismay, Khaity was nothing more 
than “a collection of huts tenanted by the hill people, and in no ways remarkable, 
except that it has given a name to a cascade [to] which ‘everybody goes.’ ” From 
Khaity he traversed “six miles of mountain and valley in rapid and unbroken suc-
cession,” which brought him to a little missionary settlement overlooking a deep 
ravine, where he wondered “why the ‘everybody’ above alluded to takes the trou-
ble of visiting the Khaity falls.” He felt “disappointment,” and as a result of his 
“depressed and prosy state of mind,” he could do little but “wile away the tedium 
of the eight long miles” that still separated him from his destination (186).

As for Ootacamund, Burton’s initial reaction was one of “excitement, joy, 
[and] delight,” and he used the affectionate nickname “Ooty.” He “luxuriated in 
the cool air,” his appetite improved at the sight of fresh fruit, and he experienced a 
“strange sensation of pleasure” at being able to pick a daisy for the fi rst time since 
leaving England. But after a month, he found himself in “a state of mind border-
ing upon the critical.” The scenery was defi cient, the “diminutive ravines” and 
“the greenness of its mountain-tops” comparing poorly with the “glaciers” and 
“snow clad summits” of European mountains. The Neilgherries were, he decided, 
“a tame copy of the Alps and the Pyrenees.” And, in the end, he wondered what 

49. Burton, Goa, 41–44, 48.
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there was to do all day without tennis, hunting, a theater, a concert room, or 
a racecourse. He led a life that was, in his view, “a perfect anomaly,” dressing 
“like an Englishman,” and leading “a quiet, gentlemanly life—doing nothing” 
(198–203). His “routine of life” was broken only by “amusements” such as shoot-
ing parties, picnics, grand dinners, and balls (206). Nor was Burton exceptional in 
fi nding life at the hill stations tiresome. H. G. Keene, who had commented on the 
dullness of his oceanic voyage to India, recalled that matters did not improve after 
he had settled in. He found the Banda hill station both “dull and unhealthy.”50

Burton found India altogether disappointing. The well-traveled sights 
were too familiar from the tourist literature to be exciting, but taking alterna-
tive routes, he found, could be even worse. Like many other imperial travel-
ers, Burton also found that the pleasure he might derive from a famous site was 
greatly diminished by the hours and sometimes days of hot, dusty roads he had 
to traverse in order to reach it. Even allowing for crankiness and hyperbole (not 
to mention Burton’s insatiable need for excitement and adventure), traveling in 
India—“the jewel in the crown”—did precious little for him, perhaps explaining 
why he subsequently pursued adventures in Africa and Arabia.

Boredom and the Construction of Empire
Boredom is not a simple emotion, but rather a complex constellation of reac-
tions. Whereas ennui implies a judgment on the universe, boredom is a response 
to the immediate.51 The boredom that nineteenth-century colonial offi cials 
experienced was largely the product of unmet expectations about the landscape, 
combined with the increasingly bureaucratic and ceremonial nature of imperial 
service.52 Both the experience of travel and the governance of empire changed 
markedly between about 1783, the date often used to mark the end of the “old 
colonial system,” and 1860, the beginning of the “age of high imperialism.”53 
This was the period, most critically, during which the British established their 
global hegemony, relying less and less on the support of indigenous rulers, capital, 
and military personnel, and moving increasingly to establish centralized admin-

50. Keene, Servant, 84.

51. Spacks, Boredom, 12.

52. Also relevant were new conceptions of work and lei-
sure, a relationship that will be developed in another con-
text. On the expansion of leisure time, see Peter Bailey, 
Leisure and Class in Victorian England: Rational Recreation 
and the Contest for Control (London: Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1978), and J. H. Plumb, “The Commercialization 
of Leisure in Eighteenth-Century England,” in The Birth 
of a Consumer Society: The Commercialization of Eighteenth 

Century England, ed. Neil McKendrick, John Brewer, and 
J. H. Plumb (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1982), 265–85.

53. See C. A. Bayly, Imperial Meridian: The British Empire 
and the World, 1780–1830 (London: Longman, 1989), 
and Vincent T. Harlow, The Founding of the Second British 
Empire, 1763–1793 (London: Longmans, Green, 1952–
64).
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1istrative rule.54 Although the colonial offi ce remained a sleepy, humdrum place in 

the days before the widespread use of the telegraph and typewriter, the volume of 
paperwork increased enormously during the 1830s and 1840s.55 Moreover, travel 
opportunities during this time expanded exponentially, with a corresponding 
proliferation of tourist literature that encouraged middle- and upper-class men 
and women to journey overseas in search of picturesque landscapes and ruins, 
only to fi nd that they were neither as spectacular nor as novel in person as they 
were in paintings and engravings.56 These changes made the empire a less enjoy-
able place to be, with fewer opportunities to explore the unexplored, and with 
the governance of the empire, especially in India and Australia, becoming more 
institutionalized and subject to greater accountability.

But if imperial offi cials were so bored, why did they write about their expe-
riences in the fi rst place? The very fact that they kept diaries seems to imply 
that they regarded their experiences as interesting and important, not mundane 
and monotonous. Keeping a diary was, however, a fashion of the age. According 
to Peter Gay, self-refl ective diaries “became almost obligatory companions to a 
class endowed with a modicum of leisure.”57 More than simply a way to fi ll time, 
however, or a method of record keeping, diaries of this sort may be regarded as a 
means of “colonial self-fashioning.”58 They provided a context for saying who one 
was—what the meaning of one’s life was—a human need, perhaps, that may have 
been particularly heightened in the colonial context when, as so many scholars 
have pointed out, identities were being challenged and in fl ux.59 Diaries were or 

54. Despite the increased size and bureaucratization of 
the empire, the number of colonial officials remained 
small. Even in post-Mutiny India, there were perhaps 
2,000 European offi cials overseeing some 200–300 mil-
lion Indians. Similarly, in Uganda during the 1890s, only 
twenty-fi ve offi cials exerted authority over approximately 
three million people. See Bernard Porter, The Lion’s Share: 
A Short History of British Imperialism, 1850–1983, 2nd ed. 
(London: Longman, 1984), 46, and Ronald Hyam, Brit-
ain’s Imperial Century, 1815–1914: A Study of Empire and 
Expansion, 3rd ed. (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), 
310.

55. Young, Colonial Offi ce; Cell, British Colonial Adminis-
tration.

56. The literature on this topic is voluminous, but for 
a particularly insightful analysis of nineteenth-century 
tourist travel and the relationship between expectation 
and disappointment, see John Barrell, “Death on the 
Nile: Fantasy and the Literature of Tourism, 1840–60,” 
in Cultures of Empire: Colonizers in Britain and the Empire in 
the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, ed. Catherine Hall 
(New York: Routledge, 2000), 187–206.

57. Peter Gay, Education of the Senses, vol. 1 of The Bour-
geois Experience, Victoria to Freud (New York: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 1984), 446–48. Scholars have devoted much 

more attention to women’s diaries than to men’s, seeing 
the former as creative outlets and as socially acceptable 
and private channels for women to explore and express 
their feelings, even as sanctuaries and confessionals. See 
Alison Blunt, “Spatial Stories under Siege: British Women 
Writing from Lucknow in 1857,” Gender, Place, and Cul-
ture 7.3 (September 2000): 229–46; Felicity A. Nuss-
baum, The Autobiographical Subject: Gender and Ideology in 
Eighteenth-Century England (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hop-
kins University Press, 1989); Joanne Cooper, “Shaping 
Meaning: Women’s Diaries, Journals, and Letters—the 
Old and the New,” Women’s Studies International Forum 
10.1 (1987): 95–99.

58. Nicholas Thomas and Richard Eyes, Bad Colonists: 
The South Seas Letters of Vernon Lee Walker and Louis Becke 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1999); Stephen 
Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to 
Shakespeare (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984); 
John Martin, “Inventing Sincerity, Refashioning Pru-
dence: The Discovery of the Individual in Renaissance 
Europe,” American Historical Review 102.5 (December 
1997): 1309–42.

59. Simon Gikandi, Maps of Englishness: Writing Identity 
in the Cultures of Colonialism (New York: Columbia Uni-
versity Press, 1996); Albert Memmi, The Colonizer and the 
Colonized (Boston, MA: Beacon, 1991).
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could be a discourse about the self. They were also a means of imposing order on 
a disorderly world created by new experiences in unfamiliar places. It is important 
to acknowledge, however, that the act of writing a diary can constrain as much 
as it can liberate. A diary begs to be written every day, regardless of what is going 
on in the author’s world, and its existence implies that there is something worth 
writing on a daily basis. Yet as the diaries in question reveal, there were many 
days when nothing worth noting occurred. Thus, keeping a diary forced diarists 
either to fi nd something to write about or else to acknowledge, in ways that they 
would not do in a memoir or a travel guide, that there was very little of interest 
taking place.

Historians have overlooked the extent and signifi cance of imperial boredom 
because they have focused too much on public records and the popular press and 
too little on records intended to be private. The press made famous the big game 
hunts of men like the Prince of Wales (the future Edward VII) when he visited 
India in 1876; likewise Lord Curzon’s recreational hunts in the early twentieth 
century.60 But tiger hunting was rarely as glamorous or successful as it was made 
out to be publicly, however instrumental it may have been in the construction 
of imperial masculinity.61 Lord Auckland’s sister Emily reported a more typical 
expedition: “G. has been out tiger-hunting from the two last stations. They never 
had a glimpse of a tiger, though here and there they saw the footprints of one.”62 
Even when scholars consult private records, they can be misled, as all too often 
editors have excised substantial portions of diaries and letters. Lily Wolpowitz, 
for example, who compiled The Diaries of John Rose of Cape Town, 1848–1873, 
admitted to “editorial intrusion,” by which she meant that she had “excluded large 
sections” that were “far too detailed” and “not related.” She also “cut down” on 
“the repetitive comments on the weather, ship arrivals and departures as well as 
the mailing of correspondence.”63 And yet, the weather, the coming and going of 
ships, and the daily mail were often the most important elements of an imperial 
life—or rather, the elements most signifi cant in establishing how mundanely such 
lives were so often lived.

It is by now almost a truism that nations are imagined political communi-
ties, their identity and cohesiveness depending not only on the legitimacy of the 

60. James R. Ryan, Picturing Empire: Photography and the 
Visualization of the British Empire (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1997), 99–104; Anand S. Pandian, “Pred-
atory Care: The Imperial Hunt in Mughal and British 
India,” Journal of Historical Sociology 14.1 (March 2001): 
79–107.

61. John M. MacKenzie, The Empire of Nature: Hunting, 
Conservation, and British Imperialism (Manchester, U.K.: 
Manchester University Press, 1988); Tina Loo, “Of 
Moose and Men: Hunting for Masculinities in British 

Columbia, 1880–1939,” Western Historical Quarterly 32.3 
(autumn 2001): 269–319; Mary A. Procida, “Good Sport 
and Right Sorts: Guns, Gender, and Imperialism in Brit-
ish India,” Journal of British Studies 40.4 (October 2001): 
454–88.

62. Eden, Up the Country, 112. See also George Orwell, 
“Shooting an Elephant” (1936).

63. Lily Wolpowitz, ed., The Diaries of John Rose of Cape 
Town, 1848–1873 (Cape Town: Friends of the South Afri-
can Library, 1990), xix.
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3government and the apparatus of the state, but also on invented traditions, manu-

factured myths, and shared perceptions of the social order that are no more than 
makeshift categories and stereotypes.64 As valid as that generalization may be for 
a small island nation like Britain, it is even more so for transoceanic conglomera-
tions like the British empire, which scholars have increasingly begun to describe 
as a culturally constructed entity, as well as a geographically, administratively, 
economically, and militarily constructed one.65 Still undertheorized in the lit-
erature, however, is the question of why the British empire was conceptualized 
in precisely the way that it was.66 It is well known that the Virginia Company 
extolled the economic benefi ts of the early American colonies, most famously in 
A True Declaration of the Estate of the Colonie in Virginia (1610), which David Quinn 
has called “the most distinguished piece of propaganda for the colony.”67 Several 
centuries later, Edward Gibbon Wakefi eld promoted the systematic coloniza-
tion of Australia (from his London prison cell) by emphasizing the abundance 
of land and the shortage of labor in that region of the empire.68 Edward Said 
famously argued that Europeans “invented” the Orient, representing it as irra-
tional, depraved, fallen, traditional, and childlike in order to justify their impe-
rial domination.69 More recently, and in response to Said, David Cannadine has 
documented the sociological construction of the British Empire, showing how 
the British saw themselves as belonging to a hierarchical society of seamless gra-
dations and comprehended the many people of their empire in similar terms.70

The cultural construction of empire as a site of excitement and adventure, 
however, has been less well explored and explained.71 Even as scholars have scru-
tinized the claims of the Virginia Company and Edward Wakefi eld, they have 
tended to take at face value the image of empire disseminated through the popu-
lar novels of Rider Haggard, Rudyard Kipling, and such twentieth-century suc-
cessors as George MacDonald Fraser (Flashman), Paul Scott (The Raj Quartet), 

64. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Refl ections 
on the Origins and Spread of Nationalism (London: Verso, 
1983); Homi K. Bhabha, Nation and Narration (London: 
Routledge, 1990); Herman Lebovics, True France: The 
Wars over Cultural Identity, 1900–1945 (Ithaca, NY: Cor-
nell University Press, 1992); Hobsbawm and Ranger, 
Invention of Tradition.

65. Cannadine, Ornamentalism; Eric Hinderaker, “The 
‘Four Indian Kings’ and the Imaginative Construction 
of the First British Empire,” William and Mary Quar-
terly 3rd ser., 53.3 (July 1996): 487–526; Jeffrey Auerbach, 
“The Picturesque and the Homogenization of the British 
Empire,” British Art Journal 5.1 (2004): 47–54.

66. Some suggestive attempts include Peter Merrington, 
“A Staggered Orientalism: The Cape-to-Cairo Imagi-
nary,” Poetics Today 22.2 (summer 2001): 323–64.

67. David Beers Quinn and Alison M. Quinn, eds., New 
American World: A Documentary History of North America to 
1612, 5 vols. (New York: Macmillan, 1979): 5:242–62.

68. Edward Gibbon Wakefi eld,  A Letter from Sydney (1829; 
London: Dent, 1929); Joanne Archer, “Wakefi eld’s The-
ory of ‘Systematic Colonization’,” National Library of Aus-
tralia News 13.9 (June 2003): 4–7.

69. Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Pantheon, 
1978).

70. Cannadine, Ornamentalism.

71. For the early nineteenth century, see Tim Fulford, 
“Romanticizing the Empire: The Naval Heroes of 
Southey, Coleridge, Austen, and Marryyat,” Modern Lan-
guage Quarterly 60.2 (June 1999): 161–96.
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and Philip Hensher (The Mulberry Empire).72 Imperial propaganda—exhibitions, 
juvenile literature, music hall entertainment, radio, advertising, fi lm, and orga-
nizations such as the Boy Scouts—has often been taken literally.73 The experi-
ence of administrators such as William Denison and Garnet Wolseley suggests 
that hagiographic biographies and self-serving autobiographies should also be 
thought of as imperial propaganda, constructing the empire as a place of adven-
ture, excitement, picturesque beauty, and noble work, when in fact it so often 
lacked these very features. The empire’s “civilizing mission” was truly a banal 
affair of administration, that very terminology helping to make work that was 
monotonous and dreary seem alluring and gallant.

Given that nineteenth-century fi ction and biography are so implicated 
in promoting the British empire, it is not surprising that the most impressive 
challenges to the imperial ideal have come from postcolonial writers. Stanlake 
Samkange’s On Trial for My Country, a historically based examination of the clash 
between Cecil Rhodes and Matabele King Lobengula, is especially insightful on 
the subject of imperial boredom. One of Rhodes’s agents in Matabeleland is a 
lawyer named Maguire who had attended Oxford with Rhodes, earning a “double 
fi rst” and a fellowship at All Souls. Samkange describes Maguire as erudite, cul-
tured, and meticulous, “more at home in academic circles or passing biscuits and 
tea in the elegant drawing rooms of England than in the role of a pioneer envoy 
and diplomat to the fl y-infested course of a savage king.” Nevertheless, he was 
sent, with two other men, “to put in good legal language” any agreement with 
Lobengula that would enable Rhodes to extend the Cape Colony into central 
Africa. Their dealings with Lobengula proceeded slowly. As Maguire remem-
bered, “we waited and waited and waited. We went to hunt for game, bathed in 
the river, played whist, backgammon or chess until we were worn out.” After some 

72. See, e.g., Anne McClintock, Imperial Leather: Race, 
Gender, and Sexuality in the Colonial Context (New York: 
Routledge, 1995); Nicholas Daly, Modernism, Romance, 
and the Fin de Siècle: Popular Fiction and British Culture, 
1880–1914 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1999); Deirdre David, Rule Britannia: Women, Empire, 
and Victorian Writing (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University 
Press, 1995); Sara Suleri, “The Adolescence of Kim,” in 
The Rhetoric of English India (Chicago: University of Chi-
cago Press, 1992), 111–32; Edward W. Said, Culture and 
Imperialism (New York: Knopf, 1993); M. Keith Booker, 
Colonial Power, Colonial Texts: India in the Modern British 
Novel (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1997). 
Notable exceptions include M. Isabel Santaulària i Carp-
devila, “‘He Comes Back Badder and Bigger than Ever!’: 
Readapting the Masculine and Negotiating the Feminine 
in Treasure-Hunting Adventure Fiction,” Journal of Gen-
der Studies 12.3 (November 2003): 215–28. Robert J. C. 

Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture, and 
Race (New York: Routledge, 1995), has explained these 
imaginative and inventive constructions of empire with 
reference to “colonial desire” (128). Elaine Showalter, Sex-
ual Anarchy: Gender and Culture at the Fin de Siècle (New 
York: Viking, 1990), has discussed the fi ction of Robert 
Louis Stevenson and Rudyard Kipling in terms of a crisis 
of masculinity.

73. See John M. MacKenzie, ed., Propaganda and Empire: 
The Manipulation of British Public Opinion, 1880–1960 
(Manchester, U.K.: Manchester University Press, 1984) 
and Imperialism and Popular Culture (Manchester, U.K.: 
Manchester University Press, 1986); Thomas G. August, 
The Selling of the Empire: British and French Imperialist Pro-
paganda, 1890–1940 (Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1985). 
For an alternative view, see Jeffrey Auerbach, “Art, Adver-
tising, and the Legacy of Empire,” Journal of Popular Cul-
ture 35.4 (spring 2002): 1–24.
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5time, Rhodes’s men tricked Lobengula into signing the infamous Rudd conces-

sion, turning over all minerals in his kingdom for £100 per month, 1,000 rifl es, 
and 100,000 rounds of ammunition.74 For a brief period Lobengula remained 
on good terms with his British advisers, until a Boer delegation convinced him 
that he had sold out his country, at which point Maguire and the other remain-
ing adviser found themselves under threat, and Maguire decided that he had had 
enough. “Bored with his unchanging diet of beef and beer,” Samkange writes, 
“bored with the company he kept, bored with just doing nothing except smell the 
stink and stench of the royal kraal, Maguire slipped away from Matabeleland.”75

Occasionally, though, even the press got it right. In 1866, the Daily Tele-
graph declared, “Africa is a bore.”76 But it was less that Africa (or India or Aus-
tralia) were boring than that British colonial offi cials were themselves bored. 
The point is not that the historian sees their lives as dull, though that may be 
the case, but rather that men like Wolseley, Denison, Hastings, and many others 
regarded their own lives as uneventful. Life in the colonies was not by defi nition 
boring. There were clearly exciting moments, and traveling around the empire 
offered brushes with the unfamiliar—though not, it seems, as many or as often 
as men of Burton’s kind would have liked. The reality simply could not live up 
to the expectations created by newspapers, novels, travel books, and propaganda. 
As a consequence, notwithstanding some famous exceptions, nineteenth-century 
colonial offi cials were defl ated by the dreariness of their imperial lives, desperate 
to ignore or escape the empire they had built.

74. This phrase is surely poking fun at G. P. Gooch, 
Under Six Reigns (London: Longmans, Green, 1958), who 
wrote that the empire at its height consisted of “one conti-
nent, a hundred peninsulas, fi ve hundred promontories, a 
thousand lakes, two thousand rivers, ten thousand islands” 
(123).

75. Stanlake Samkange, On Trial for My Country (Lon-
don: Heinemann, 1966).

76. Daily Telegraph, August 17, 1866, quoted in Christine 
Bolt, Victorian Attitudes to Race (London: Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, 1971), 143. Noel Annan echoed these sen-
timents when he recalled that although the word empire 
was offi cially coupled with duty and heritage in the years 
before and after 1914, “These sentiments were not in fact 
shared by the country . . . which had always been bored 
with the Empire.” See Annan, Our Age: English Intellectu-
als between the World Wars—A Group Portrait (New York: 
Random House, 1990), 32.
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